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Time-dependent wave-packet treatment of the Si4¿¿He collision
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The collisional system Si411He has been studied over a range of mean relative ion kinetic energy going
from 1022 to 102 eV/amu. In the low-energy range, a time-dependent wave-packet approach is used both in the
diabatic and the adiabatic representation using two different propagator techniques. The agreement between the
two sets of results assess the accuracy of the present numerical approach. Above 2.5 eV/amu., a semiclassical
eikonal calculation is performed, which includes the Coriolis couplings. Finally, the rate constant is calculated
and compared with the other theoretical data as well as with the experimental value of@Fang and Kwong, Phys.
Rev. A 59, 342 ~1999!#. The present results confirm the order of magnitude of previous theoretical values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering theoretical work on the charge tra
fer between atoms and ions by Bates and Moiseiwitsch
1954, silicon ions have been often studied because of t
importance in the modelization of astrophysical plasmas@2#.
The relevant collisional systems where mainly Sin1 (n52
24) 1H and He. A complete discussion of the astrophysi
implications of the Si411He reaction has, for example, bee
given in Ref.@3#. Although, these systems have already
ceived a lot of attention, a renewal of interest has emerge
connection with the recent experiment of Fang and Kwo
@1# providing among the first experimental data on a char
transfer rate coefficients at low temperatures.

Four different dynamical calculations have been p
formed on the collisional system Si411He. Butler and Dal-
garno@4# used the Landau-Zener method together with e
pirical potentials. Opradolceet al. @5# investigated the sam
system with a close-coupled approach and a molecular q
tum calculation based on model potentials adjusted to
ymptotical energy differences. The results of Stancilet al.
@3# were obtained by the close-coupled quantum method
fully ab initio molecular calculations performed with th
spin-coupled valence bond method@7#. Finally, Bacchus-
Montabonel and Ceyzeriat@6# used a differentab initio
method and a semiclassical dynamical approach. In add
to the rather different static and dynamical approaches,
calculations@5,6# included Coriolis couplings betweenS and
P states as well as electron-translation effects. Both effe
have been found negligible at low collision energy. Ho
ever, discrepancy persists among these works mostly at
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energy. Moreover, the recent measurement@1# performed by
Fang and Kwong using a laser-induced plasma ion sou
and ion storage gives rise to a charge-transfer rate coeffic
for the Si411He reaction two orders of magnitude small
than the available theoretical values.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the charge
change Si411He reaction in a large range of energy, first
low energy using the time-dependent approach develo
recently to solve the close coupling equations@8#, second, at
higher energy using a semiclassical approach that inclu
Coriolis effects. The calculation of the rate constant is p
formed and compared with the theoretical data as well
with the value of Fang and Kwong.

The time-dependent approach is strictly equivalent to
standard time-independent close-coupling approach u
generally for scattering problems. However, the tim
dependent methods provide clear and direct physical ins
into the dynamics in much the same way as classical
chanics. The collision matrix elements are extracted by F
rier transforming the time signal obtained from a wa
packet stored in the postcollisional region. The radial tim
dependent wave functions are transformed to the scatt
part of the stationary wave functions. We check the e
ciency of resolving the coupled equations in the diabatic
in the adiabatic basis set.

II. AB INITIO CALCULATIONS

In our paper, two reaction channels are considered:

Si41~core!1He~1s2 1S!

→Si31~core 3s 2S!1He1~1s!

3Si31~core 3p 2P!1He1~1s!. ~1!
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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TABLE I. Position of the avoided crossing points (Rx), adiabatic potential-energy differences (DEx
a) and

height of the radial coupling matrix elements (Pab) at the avoided crossing.

Molecular states Rx ~a.u.! DEx
a ~eV! uPabu ~a.u.! References

EC - 3p 1S1 7.0 0.112 @4#

6.975 0.244 @5#

7.0 0.344 2.4 @3#

6.95 0.365 2.38 @6#

7.00 0.309 2.604 This paper
3p 1S123s 1S1 4.0 2.1 @4#

4.5 2.46 @5#

4.6 3.385 0.8 @3#

4.45 3.417 0.74 @6#

4.5 3.121 0.787 This paper
EC23s 1S1 2.8 25.641 0.320 This paper
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The 3d 2D state of Si31 is located asymptotically 0.024
a.u. below the entrance channel that corresponds roughly
crossing atR.120 a.u. At this internuclear distance, th
transition will be totally nonadiabatic; the system follows t
diabatic curve of the entrance channel with no signific
effect on the results of the collision. This assumption h
been verified using a semiclassical approach that shows
for a kinetic energy of 122.5 eV/amu the state-selected e
tron transfer to the2D state is about 7.73310220 cm2, i.e.,
totally negligible.

The quantum chemical calculation performed in this p
per using the codeMOLPRO @9# is similar to that of Bacchus
Montabonel and Ceyzeriat@6#. A pseudopotential has bee
used to describe the core orbitals 1s22s22p6 of the Si atom
@10#. The Gaussian primitives of the 9s7p2d basis of
McLean and Chandler@11# have been used and the contra
tion coefficients optimized on the Si31(3s) 2S state for thes
functions, on the Si21(3s3p) 3P state for thep functions,
and on the Si21(3s3d) 3D state for thed functions. The
corresponding contraction coefficients are given in Ref.@12#.
Extra f orbitals from the correlation-consistent polariz
cc pVTZ basis of Dunning@13# have been added with n
contraction applied. The standard VTZ basis set of Dunn
without contraction has been used for the He atom@14#. The
molecular orbitals have been optimized in a state-aver
complete active space self-consistent field~CSSCF! calcula-
tion @15,16# on the first three1S1 states followed by a cal
culation multireference configuration-interaction~MRCI!
calculation. The 3s, 3p, and 3d orbitals of Si31 and the 1s
orbital of He were chosen as active orbitals.

The adiabatic electronic wave functions$aa% obtained in
this calculation have been used to determine the diffe
coupling matrix elements between the collision chann
The radial matrix elements

Pab5^aau
]

]R
uab& ~2!

have been calculated using a numerical differentiat
method with three points using a step of 0.0012 a.u. T
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^aau]2/]R2uab& elements used in the adiabatic represen
tion have been computed from the following equati
@17,18#:

Qab5^aau
]2

]R2
uab&5

]

]R
^aau

]

]R
uab&

1(
g

^aau
]

]R
uag&^agu

]

]R
uab&. ~3!

At higher energy, the Coriolis couplings

Lab5^aau iL yuab&d~La ,Lb61!, ~4!

have been included in the semiclassical calculations. T
have been calculated as the matrix element of theiL y opera-
tor in a state-average CASSCF calculation, which includ
the first three 1S1 states and the first1P1 state. These
couplings, except for the signs, are very similar to tho
shown in Ref.@6#.

Theab initio parameters~the positions, the energy differ
ences and the height of the radial coupling matrix eleme
Pab , at the avoided crossing points! are given in Table I and
compared with the other theoretical values. From the tabl
is clear that the last three calculations~Stancil et al.,
Bacchus-Montabonel and Ceyzeriat@3,6#, and the present pa
per! show very similar parameters despite the difference
the ab initio methods.

III. NONADIABATIC AND ADIABATIC WAVE PACKET
DYNAMICS

The unitary matrixF transforming the adiabatic represe
tation into the diabatic representation has been obtained
solving the equation

]

]R
F1PF50, ~5!

where theP matrix contains the radial coupling matrix ele
ments~2!. The diagonal and nondiagonal diabatic potenti
energy curves are given in Fig. 1. When compared with
4-2
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FIG. 1. Diagonal diabatic potential-energ
curves with the origin of the electronic coord
nates at the center of mass of the nuclei. The in
shows the corresponding nondiagonal diaba
potential matrix elements.
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diabatic curves shown by Stancilet al. @3#, the main differ-
ence is a crossing between the 3s 1S1 and the 3p 1S1 states
at 2.396 a.u. The two other crossings take place at 4.196
and 7.007 a.u. between the entrance channel and the 3s 1S1

states and between the entrance channel and the 3p 1S1

states, respectively.
The theoretical model used to solve the time-depend

Schrödinger equation

i\]@RC~rW,RW ,t !#/]t5H̄@RC~rW,RW ,t !#, ~6!

where H̄, the total transformed Hamiltonian (H̄5RHR21)
in the diabatic representation, has been described in deta
Vaeck et al. @8#. Here are given the main differences a
similarities between the diabatic and adiabatic dynamics
summary, the wave function corresponding to the en
channeli is given by the superposition

C i
K~rW,RW ,t !5

1

R (
aL

xaL
K ~R,t !haL~rW;R!YL

K~u,f!, ~7!

whereK is the total angular momentum withL its projection
on the internuclear axis. The nuclear wave functions are
product of an angular part,YL

K , and a radial part that contain
the entire time dependencexaL

K . The electronic wave func
tions haL can be expressed in the adiabatic (haL5aaL) or
in the diabatic (haL5daL) representation. The correspon
ing time-dependent functionsxaL

K (R,t)5AaL
K (R,t) or

xaL
K (R,t)5DaL

K (R,t) are a solution of the coupled equatio

i\
]xaL(R,t)

K

]t
5 (

bL8
HaL,bL8

K xbL8
K

~R,t !. ~8!

The HK matrix is written

HK5TR1I 1Ea1
K~K11!22L2

2mR2
1I

7
A~K7L!~K6L11!

mR2
L2

1

2m FQ12P
]

]RG ~9!
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in the adiabatic representation or

HK5TR1I 1Hd1
K~K11!22L2

2mR2
1I

7
A~K7L!~K6L11!

mR2
Kd ~10!

in the diabatic one.TR is the nuclear kinetic-energy operato
TR52\2/2m]2/]R2. Ea is the diagonal matrix of the adia
batic energies andHd andKd are, respectively, the matrice
of the electronic Hamiltonian and of the Coriolis coupling
the diabatic basis set. The radial couplingP, Q, andL ma-
trices have been defined in Eqs.~2!, ~3!, and~4!. The choice
of the sign is determined by the sign in Eq.~4!. In the present
quantum-mechanical calculation, the Coriolis coupling h
been neglected so that onlyS states (L50) are accounted
for.

The radial wave function for the initial state (a5 i ) at
time t50 is given by a Gaussian wave packet

xa5 i~R,t50!5
1

~psR
2 !1/4

exp~2 ik0R!exp2
1

2 S R2R0

sR
D 2

,

~11!

wherek05A2m«0/\ is the wave number corresponding
the mean relative kinetic energy«0 in the entrance channe
R0 is the initial position of the Gaussian wave packet, andsR
fixes its width at half maximum in the coordinate doma
(GR52.354sR).

Equation~8! is solved by propagating the wave packet
the three1S1 states (L50) using the split-operator tech
nique in the diabatic representation@19,20# and the more
CPU time consuming Chebyshev scheme in the adiab
basis set@21#. The difference comes from the structure of t
HK matrix in the two representations. The Chebysh
method only requires the computation ofH̄C and is then
able to account for any kind of differential operators. T
split-operator formalism applies the potential terms in a d
crete variable representation and the kinetic terms in the
4-3
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of the
components of the wave packet o
the 3ps 1S1 and on the entrance
channel forK50. The relative ki-
netic energy of the incident Si41

ion is 1.62 eV/amu. Two scheme
of propagation have been use
the split-operator technique in th
diabatic representation and th
Chebyshev method in the adia
batic representation~see text!.
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responding finite basis representation. In Cartesian coo
nates, this is possible only if the kinetic operator is simp
]2/]R2 as in the diabatic representation. The time evolut
of the wave packet atK50 in the two representations i
illustrated in Fig. 2 for a mean kinetic energy of 1.62 e
amu. After 1400 a.u. of time, the wave packet is already
the way out of the collision. It is split on the entrance cha
nel and the 3p 1S1 channel, the 3s 1S1 channel being ne-
glected. While the two propagation schemes using the dia
tic and the adiabatic representations give different result
t51400 a.u., exactly the same results are obtained in
asymptotic region at t52800 a.u. assessing the numeric
convergence of the present calculations.

The structures appearing in the wave packet after
crossing of the interaction zone reflect the Stueckelberg
terferences arising from the intersections of the different c
lisional channels. The same effect has been found by Sta
et al. @3# to be at the origin of the pronounced oscillato
structure in the total electron-transfer cross section. T
same behavior was already mentioned by Zygelmanet al.
@22,23# for the N411H system.

In order to extract theS-matrix elements, the radial time
dependent nuclear wave function is transformed to the s
tered part of the energy-dependent stationary functions

Bb
K~R` ,E!5

1

2p\E0

`

eiEt/\xb
K~R` ,t !dt, ~12!

wherexb
K(R` ,t) is the amplitude of the wave packet in th

channelb in the asymptotic region.
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For each channelb, the elements of theS matrix are
given by the relation@8#

Sb,i
K ~E!52

\2ki~E!

m

Akb~E!

Aki~E!

Bb
K~R` ,E!

exp@ ikb~E!R`#g@ki~E!#
,

~13!

where

g~k!5$2p%21/2E xa5 i~R,0!exp~ ikR!dR ~14!

andkb(E)5@2m(E2Eb)#1/2/\.
The amplitude of the wave packet in the asymptotic

gion, xb
K(R` ,t), is therefore the only requirement to extra

the collision parameters. Figure 3 shows thexb
K(R` ,t) func-

tions obtained using the two propagation schemes in the
abatic and the adiabatic representations. The equivalence
tween the two calculations is excellent. The adiaba
representation circumvents the need for diabatization, wh
may be a problem in polyatomic systems. However, the C
time for the propagation is very different in the two bas
sets. It can be carried out by the fast split-operator algorit
in the diabatic case but not in the adiabatic case for which
Chebyshev algorithm must be used.

The time-dependent probabilities of occupation of the d
ferent electronic states

PaL
K ~ t !5E

0

`

uxaL
K ~R,t !u2dR ~15!
4-4
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FIG. 3. Square modulus of the
wave packet forR→` as a func-
tion of time and time-dependen
probabilities of occupation of the
first three 1S1 states forK50.
The relative kinetic energy of the
incident Si41 ion is 1.62 eV/amu.
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are also shown in Fig. 3 forK50 and a relative kinetic
energy of the incident Si41 ion of 1.62 eV/amu. Contrary to
elements of theS matrix, the probabilities as a function o
time depend on propagation parameters and therefore t
quantities are of no use for comparison with experimen
data.

The expression of the state-selective electron-tran
cross section is given by

sb,i~E!5
p

~2Li11!ki
2~E!

(
K

(
LL8

~2K11!

3u i @SbL8,iL
K

~E!2db,idL,L8#u
2, ~16!

where (2Li11) is the degeneracy of the initial state.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The total electron-transfer cross section is shown in Fig
and compared with the previous theoretical calculatio
@5,3,6#. Up to 2.5 eV/amu the present results were obtain
using the quantum-mechanical approach while at higher
ergy, the semiclassical eikonal method@24#, which includes
the Coriolis effects, has been used. Between 2.5 eV/amu
3 eV/amu the agreement between the two approaches
been verified.

The agreement between the different theoretical to
cross sections is only qualitative. Below 0.2 eV/amu, th
quantum-mechanical results, two close-coupling@5,3# and
the present time-dependent values, can be compared
though the minimum of the total cross section can be fou
04270
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for the three calculations around the same energy, the v
of Opradolceet al. is about one order of magnitude high
than the two other results. The agreement between
present paper and the values of Stancilet al. is better. The
increase of the cross section above 0.2 eV/amu, is very s
in the present paper and the maximum around 1.0 eV/a
culminates above the other values. When compared to
semiclassical calculation of Bacchus-Montabonel and Ce

FIG. 4. Total electron-transfer cross section for the Si411He
collision system: this paper, full curve; Opradolceet al. @5#, long-
broken curve; and Stancilet al. @3#, dash-dotted line.
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eriat the agreement between the quantum-mechanical re
of Stancilet al. and the results of the present paper is go
However, no resonance feature has been observed in
cross section in the two last calculations.

The oscillatory behavior of the total electron-trans
cross section found by Stancilet al. is confirmed in the
present calculation. However, the local peaks in the cr
section depend strongly on the wave-packet parame
Therefore, the present total cross section is drawn with
oscillatory structure. This oscillatory behavior can be und
stood by examing the partial cross section for the 3p 1S1

channel at energy below 4 eV/amu. In this range of ene
the typical oscillations of the two states crossing partial cr
section present a maximum for a partial wave below
cutoff value as shown in Fig. 5. When summed over
partial waves, a residual oscillatory structure is present in
cross section@25#. At this low energy, the 3s 1S1 reactive
channel is negligible and the behavior of the cross sec

TABLE II. State-selective and total electron-transfer cross s
tions from the semiclassical eikonal calculation in 10216 cm2.

E ~eV/amu! s3p 1S1 s3p 1P1 s3s 1S1 sTotal

2.262 18.706 1.215 0.565 1024 19.921
2.505 17.283 1.194 0.932 1024 18.477
3.032 17.720 1.291 0.212 1023 19.263
3.607 16.367 1.280 0.412 1023 17.647
4.234 17.670 1.315 0.104 1022 18.986
4.910 16.960 1.314 0.173 1022 18.276
5.637 16.261 1.375 0.239 1022 17.638
10.024 14.569 1.274 0.195 1021 15.862
22.550 11.829 1.331 0.180 13.340
40.000 9.919 1.508 0.683 12.110
62.500 8.777 1.632 1.079 11.489
90.000 7.920 1.787 1.779 11.486
122.857 7.392 1.959 2.451 11.802
160.357 7.125 2.088 3.150 12.363
202.857 6.802 2.222 3.758 12.782
250.536 6.720 2.398 4.306 13.424

FIG. 5. Partial-wave contribution to the 3p 1S1 state electron
capture cross section in function of the total angular momentumK
for a relative kinetic energy in the laboratory frame of 1.62 eV/am
04270
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can be explained with a simple Landau-Zenner-Stueckelb
model @26#.

Above 2.5 eV/amu, the semiclassical calculation includ
the Coriolis couplings, which therefore open the 3p 1P1

channel. In Table II, the cross sections to the 3p 1S1,
3p 1P1, and 3s 1S1 states are given. The table shows t
increase of the cross sections to the 3p 1P1 and 3s 1S1

states with increasing energy. However, this increase d
not compensate for the decrease of the cross section to
3p 1S1 and the total cross section decreases until 90.0
amu.

The rate constant as a function of the temperature is
culated by averaging the total electron-transfer cross sec
over a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. The com
parison between the present result and the previous the
ical values is done in Fig. 6. The experimental point obtain
by Fang and Kwong@1# is also given. The present calcula
tion shows that the value of the rate constant at low temp
ture depends dramatically on the behavior of the cross
tion near the threshold. The differences of behavior of
theoretical cross sections are clearly responsible for the
crepancies between the rate constants below 73103 K. The
present total electron-transfer cross section shows an
crease near threshold in a rather similar way as in the ca
lation of Stancilet al., giving rise to very similar behavior
for the rate constant. The difference between the rate c
stant of Opradolceet al., and the present one for a temper
ture of 43102 K reflects the much higher value of the cro
section at low energy obtained by the former. Finally, t
only way to come close to the experimental value of Fa
and Kwong is to artificially make the cross section tend
zero at low energy. Indeed, if a lower intergration limit
0.2 eV/amu is taken, the evaluation of the rate constant u
our cross section is in perfect agreement with the experim

-

.

FIG. 6. Rate constant for the electron transfer to Si41 ions from
He: this paper, full curve; Opradolceet al. @5#, long broken curve;
and Stancilet al. @3#, dash-dotted line. The experimental point
Fang and Kwong@1# is also given.
4-6
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tal value. However, it is important to ask if the measurem
of Fang and Kwong obtained using an ion trap with cyl
drical symmetry can be compared with a calculation ba
on the use of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Moreove
the accuracy of the determination of the temperature of
ions in the presence of neutral atoms of helium can be q
tioned. The discrepancy between theoretical results@27,25#
and the measurements of Fang and Kwong@28,29# occurs
nearly in the same terms for the collisional system O21 1
He as shown in Fig. 7. In this case, the experimental va
@30# performed using drift tube techniques lies one order
magnitude above the result of Fang and Kwong but i
factor of 2 smaller than the quantum-mechanical calculat

At high temperature, the rate constant seems to conv
to the same value. All the theoretical calculations show

FIG. 7. Rate constant for the electron transfer to O21 ions from
He: Gargaudet al. @25# ~full curve!, and Butleret al. @27# ~long-
broken curve!. The experimental points of Johnsen and Biondi@30#
~star! and of Kwong and Fang@28,29# ~cross! are also shown.
n
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same behavior independently of the details of the total cr
sections, which can be very different from one calculation
another. Moreover, the upper intergration limit is not a cr
cal parameter in the evaluation of the rate constant.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The time-dependent wave-packet method has been
plied to the calculation of electron-transfer cross section
the collisional system Si411He up to 2.5 eV/amu. For en
ergy above this point, the calculations have been perform
using a semiclassical eikonal approach, which includes
riolis couplings. The range of energy cover by the pres
paper goes from 1022 to 102 eV/amu.

The time-dependent approach have been applied in
diabatic representation using the split-operator technique
in the adiabatic representation using the Chebyshev met
Both results give the same result for the collision parame
assessing the accuracy of the numerical procedure.

The calculation of the rate constant for the electro
transfer reaction confirms the order of magnitude of the t
oretical values. The disagreement observed previously w
the experimental work of Fang and Kwong@1# is still unre-
solved. Nevertheless, the importance of the behavior of
total cross section at very low energy has been pointed
At this point of view, a state-of-the-art cross beam expe
ment allowing for a experimental determination of the to
cross section at very low energy could be an appropriate
to resolve the conflict between theory and experiment.
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